What is the Security Code of Practice?

The FIFA Security Code of Practice (SCOP) is a framework that all members can use to implement a 'best practice' security framework in their individual businesses. It’s clear, practical, and available to anyone via the FIFA website.

What are the objectives of the FIFA SCOP?

• Provide a framework for security management and internal compliance

• Identify the risks associated with security of fertiliser products

• Manage risks to a level that reassure concerned government parties

• Educate and train staff - and where practical customers - about the issues involved with the security of fertiliser and procedures that can be adopted

It can be easy to forget why this is important
Some of the most well known terrorist bombings have been carried out using fertilizer

- 1993 – World Trade Centre, USA (Urea)
- 1995 – Oklahoma City, USA (Ammonium Nitrate)
- 1998 – Omagh, Northern Ireland (Urea)
- 2002 – Bali, Indonesia (Ammonium Nitrate)
- 2003 – British Consulate, Turkey (Ammonium Nitrate)
- 2006 – Mumbai, India (Ammonium Nitrate)

The Oklahoma City Bombing, 1995

Blast equivalent to 2.3 tonnes of TNT

Explosion heard and felt up to 90km away

168 dead, 680 injured

923kg of Ammonium Nitrate

AN was purchased from the Mid-Kansas Co-Op in McPherson, Kansas, by Terry Nichols using the alias ‘Mike Havens’
Simple Principles to Follow & Implement

- **Awareness** – staff & customers alike
  
- **Develop a security policy**, eg: account customers only, ID checks for unknown persons, reporting process for incidents
  
- **Identify both your own and your customers risks** – eg: easy to breach facilities, product left on utes, unlocked sheds on farms
  
- **Manage and mitigate** the risks as much as possible